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0. INTRODUCTIVE 
In [7] D. Puppe suggested that his construction of correspondences 
(relations) for abelian categories might be generalized to exact categories. 
By an exact category we mean a category with 0, such that every morphism 
admits a factorization as a conormal epimorphism (i.e. a cokernel of some 
map) followed by a normal monomorphism. By Puppe ([8]; Hilfssatz 4, 
p. 219) this definition is equivalent to the definition given by Mitchell 
([6]; I. 15, p. 18). Exact categories in this sense are called quasiexact in [A. 
Following the suggestion of Puppe one is led to define a correspondence as 
a diagram l +-< l - l cc l with l +--< l manic and l ++- l epic as indicated. 
Defining the composition as in ([7]; 4.17, p. 18), where the lower left “square” 
is a pullback and the lower right “square” is a pushout, one arrives at the 
problem of showing that this composition is associative and that the involution 
f to be defined is a functor. We solve this problem using a simple lemma on 
pullbacks and pushouts in exact categories (Proposition 3.1 below). Other 
proofs were given by Leicht in 1962 [4] and by Calenko [2]. 
The proof offered here is a little longer than a proof along the lines of 
pp. 17-18 of [7]. We construct the category of correspondences .X%? for V 
as a quotient category of a free category (cword V) involving the category V 
and its dual. We believe that this construction sheds more light on the 
structure of XV. Also this construction shows a close connection to problems 
concerning the existence of a fractional calculus for localizations. A proof 
as suggested by Puppe [7] is incorporated in [Z]. 
J. Benabou remarked that the correspondences from one object to another 
need not form a set unless V is assumed locally and colocally small. The 
applications to diagram chasing, however, are independent of this assumption. 
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1. DEFIMTION OF cwom 9Z 
Let V be a category and let %‘* be its dual. We consider the free category 
cword V (Frcyd) generated by the underlying diagrams of %’ and ‘Z* with 
objects identified. We denote the composition in cword %? by 0. For technical 
reasons we assume, that the objects of %? (and hence of 97*) are distinct from 
the identities. We refer to the morphisms of cword V as cwords. 
To fix notations, we give a more constructive definition of cword %?: 
For every mapf from A to B in ?? we adjoin a symbolf#, called a pam from 
B to A (Freyd). 
1.1. DEFINITIOX OF CWORD V: Every object A of $9 is a cword from A to A 
and it is an identity of cword %‘, 
Every map from A to B is a cword from A to B, 
Every pam from A to B is a cword from A to B, 
If v is a cword from A to B and if # is a cword from B to C and neither q~ 
nor # is an object of V, then q~ @ $ is a cword from A to C. 
Hence the identities of cword 9? are the objects of %? and the nonidentity 
cwords are finite diagrams such as e.g. 
(1.2) AA>.> . . . . . %.&I, 
where l & l abbreviates the pamf,#.l 
1.3. By * we denote the dualization of %?, leaving the category structure 
of cword % fixed. As an example, from I .2 we obtain the dual 
(1.4) A j1 ” fn-I fn B. t.--+ . . . . . ---.c 
For the duality of the category structure of cword V, we use the anti- 
automorphism of cword V, generated by A + A, f -+ f +‘, f + c* f. We denote 
this antiautomorphism by 1 and refer to it as “conversion”. From 1.2 we 
obtain the converse 
(1.5) B&.4!!= f2 f1 . . . . . -, . +.--4.2 
--..-. - 
r Arrows and lower case latin characters will bc reserved for maps of V exclusively 
and the composition and all diagrams will be interpreted in the direction of occidental 
reading. Hence 1.2 is the cwordf, @fa* @ ... @f+r @:f,, from A to B. 
* The definition of * and * is extended to relations (i.e. statements) in the obvious 
way. If e.g. R is a binary relation on cwords, then R*: = {(q, $) ! (q*, $*) E R} and 
similarly for *. R+ is not to be confused with the relation R”: = {(q, $) 1 (y5, q) E R) 
antisymmetric to R. R” is the “converse” of R in the category of binary relations of 
sets. We note R*# = RB*. 
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2. DEFINITION OF d’?? 
Let R’ be the relation on the set (class) of morphisms of cword V defined by 
(2.1) (A~*A,A)ER’forallA, 
(2.2) (f @g, fg) E R’ for all l -& l -% 0, 
(2.3) (f @ m*, rn’# of’) E R’, if 
is a pullback in 5%‘. 
‘v 
. 
7E’ f’ . 
Let ffR or N denote the (natural) equivalence relation on cword 5%’ gener- 
ated by R : = R’ u R’* u R’s u R’#* (cf. 4.1). Obviously N is compatible 
with #. Hence we obtain a quotient category .ZY : = cword %‘i--, equipped 
with a conversion functor #, which is an antiautomorphism. 
2.4. THEOREM AXD DEFINITIOX: Let S?? be an exact category. Then every 
morphism. CD in .X%? has a unique representative l +S l f_ l & l in word 9, 
such that m is a subobject and e is a quotient object in %.3 We introduce a relation 
” <” by @ < CD’, if there is a commutative diagram 
in $Z for the representatives. Then XV? with < and # is an I-category in the 
sense of Puppe [7], satisfying axioms Kl-3 l.c. and containing $5’ as the sub- 
category of proper morphisms (eigentliche Morphtin). 
It follows from Puppe ([7j; 4.14, p. 17), that (X59, <, “) is-up to iso- 
morphism modulo V-the only structure with these properties. 
The proof of 2.4 uses some elementary lemmas on pullbacks and pushouts. 
These lemmas are given in the next section. 
3 A x%. and A +%. in V are isomorphic, iff there is an isomorphism h, such that 
htTi = m. We select a representative in each isomorphism class and refer to these 
representatives as subobjects. Isomorphisms will be represented by an identity. 
Quotients are defined dually. 
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3. PULLBACKS AND PUSHOUTS 
The following is the basic 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let ‘59 be an exact category. Let 
be a commutative diagram in V. If (1) is a pullback and (2) is a pushout, then (3) 
is a pullback and (4) is a pushout. 
3.2. We remark that the diagram is determined up to equivalence by 
faces (1) and (2): G iven (1) and (2), the compositions 
may be factored as 
The factoring is unique up to equivalence and the last horizontal morphism 
is obtained by functoriality. 
For the proof of 3.1 we need lemmas 3.3 and 3.1 below: 
3.3. LEMMA. A commutative diagram 
in an exact category ‘8’ is a pullback, #it is a pushout. 
The proof is suggested by the following 
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3.4. LEMMA. Let V be an exact category. Let the diagram 
. ->H 
\: V 
i 1 
f .-.--++. 
. 
in V be commutative with exact YOWS and columns. Then the following statements 
on the diagram are equivalent: 
(1) The square is a pullback, 
(2) h = 0, 
(3) The square is a pushout. 
3.5. Remark. 3.4 shows that the homology H of the comlex l -‘-* l -‘+ l 
in % may be obtained by factoring the composition (ker g)(cok f) as 
. ++H>-t.. 
3.6. Remark. A commutative diagram 
in an exact category V is a pushout, iff for all 1 in GF? the condition e .= cok 1 
implies e’ = cok(Zf ). This provides a construction for pushouts for pairs 
.-. 
I 
Y 
. 
of morphisms in an exact category. 
3.7. LEMMA. Let 
.-.>---F. 
! 1 1 + .-.>-. 
be a commutative diagram in an exact category. If the composite square is a 
pushout, then the left hand square is a pushout. 
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3.8. Remark. It is standard knowledge and easy to see, that the right 
hand square is a pushout. 
3.9. Remark. By virtue of 3.7 we obtain: If 
is a pushout, thenf’ is a monomorphism. 
Proof of 3.7. Let the composite square in 3.7 be a pushout and choose 
notations as indicated in the diagram 
where e’ = cok 1’ and ZN is the canonical factoring of Z’f. Then e” = cok(l’fm), 
since the composite square is a pushout. Hence eR = cok(Z’fm) = cok(mm) = 
cok@m), ifim = kcr en, FZ = ker(me”) 4 = ker(em’) = ker e, e = cok fii = 
cok(a) = cok(l’f) and the lemma is proved. 
Proof of 3.1. We consider the following sequence of diagrams: 
.--+. 
Y 
, (1) 
V 1 
.+. 
1 4 
(2) 
*-. 
Diag. 1 Diag. 2 Diag.3 Diag.4 Diag.5 
Diagram 1 consists of the pullback (1) and the pushout (2) as given in the 
upper part of the cube in 3.1. Factoring the horizontal arrows we obtain 
diagram 2. We compose the vertical arrows for diagram 3, then decompose 
the vertical arrows for diagram 4 and compose the horizontal arrows for 
diagram 5. Remark 3.2 shows that diagram 5 is the lower part of the cube in 
Proposition 3.1. Now (la) is a pullback as mentioned in 3.8* and by 3.3 it 
is a pushout. (2a) is a pushout by Lemma 3.7. Then (a) is a pushout. Dually 
(b) is a pullback. (4a) is a pushout by Lemma 3.7 and (4b) is a pullback as 
‘It is trivial that in .x%>%~. the relation fint = kerf implies A = ker(mj). 
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remarked in 3.8*. Then (4b) is a pushout by Lemma 3.3 and hence (4) is 
a pushout. Dually (3) is a pullback. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4 
We begin with some remarks on (binary) relations on a fived set (class) 
resp. category: 
4.1. If T is a relation on a set (class) X, that is T C X ‘X X, then Ta 
denotes the relation Ta: _- {(x, y) j ( y, x) E T) on X antisymmetric to T. 
If T’ is a second relation on X, the composition of T with T’ is TT’: = 
{(x, y) 1 (3z)((.r, z) E T and (z, y) E 1”)). Tn denotes the tih power of T, 
’ ‘7r I : z-7 T *** T (n-times) and 1’O : = {(x, 3) \ x E X> is the diagonal of X x X. 
The transitive and reflexive relation generatcd5 by T is tT : = UnaO Tn. 
The transitive, reflexive and symmetric relation generated by T is t( T u I’“). 
If 9 is a category, a relation on the (underlying) diagram of .9 is a relation 
T on the class of morphisms of 9, such that (f, g) E T implies 
and a (natural) relation on 9 is a relation on the diagram of 9, such that 
( g, g’) E T implies (fgh, fg’h) E T for all f, h, such that one and hence both 
compositions are defined. If T is a relation on the diagram of 9, then nT : = 
{( fgJz, fg’h) 1 ( g, g’) E T} is the relation on 9 generated by T, tnT is the transi- 
tive and reflexive relation on 9 generated by 1’ and tn(T u T”) is the transi- 
tive, reflexive and symmetric relation on 9 generated by T. We writef >rg 
for (f,g) E tnT and fwrg for (f, g) E tn( T u ‘1’“). WC call >r the weak 
ordering and wT the equivalence relation on 9 generated by T. 
4.2. Going back to the definition of Z% in Section 2, we remark that every 
cword is equivalent (U an exact category) to a cword of the form 
l Z5 l f, l +&- l : Let v be a cword. We use 2.2’” to replace all pams in 9, 
by nz+ @ es. Then we collect all the rnf in front using 2.3 for l ---F l Z-c l 
and 2.2” and 2.2s” for l ct l SC l . 2.2X* then permits us to collect all 
the e+ at the end. Composing by 2.2 and 2.2+ we obtain l t< l --F * ++-- l , 
where one or more of the maps might be reduced to an object. 2.1a and 2.l”a 
permit to fill in the necessary identities. We shall show that l +-< l and 
m tc l may be changed to a subobject resp. quotient and that under this 
condition the result is unique. The idea of the proof is as follows (Mac Lane 
[5]; p. 34): 
- .- 
5 The smallest relation on X having these properties and containing 7’. 
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We define a relation S on the diagram of cword %’ such that v >s # 
(“# is shorter than I$‘) describes the process of reduction sketched above. 
We say that a cword is canonical, if it has the form l ZL l A l +-+ l 
with m a subobject, e a quotient and identities shrunk to an object. Hence p is 
canonical,iffp,isoftheform l C<*-*M--*, *CC=-*, =-=++-a, 
. <-< .) .-.e-., l -P l or l tt 0, where none of the maps or pams 
is an identity and all pams are subobjects or quotients, or if F is an object. 
>s is then shown to satisfy: 
(4.3) If v is canonical, then p is minimal (i.e. p >s I/ 3 q = #), 
(4.4) For every cword p there exists a canonical cword I/, such that 
P >sIt, 
(4.5) If p >s x, f then there exists a #, such that x, 5 >s #, 
(4.6) v -R # 0 v ms 9, where R is the relation defining Z%‘. 
We remark that 4.6 states that p -R I,J, iff there is a finite sequence p = 
ti 9-**9 [* = #, such that for each i 5i >s [i+l or ti+i >s [i . It is then 
immediate, that every @ in Z%’ has a unique canonical representative in 
cword %‘. The first part of Theorem 2.4 will then be a trivial consequence. 
The definition of S is indicated by the following (all diagrams arc commu- 
tative): 
S l. (AAA,A)ES, 
S 3’ l pullback l 
, that is “(f @g, jg) E S”, 
, that is "(f@ m#, m'@ Of') ES, if 
a/ . 
. 
1 m 
/ \ 
‘T?: /’ 
is a pullback in %“‘, 
. 
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s,. (A+---- IA A,A)sS, 
/“\ 
s,. l eb . , 
f 
%* ifs//* 1 
iffis neither a subobject nor a quotient, 
. 
s 10 l (<if <,dL)fS. 
M7e remark that A’** =: S . 
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4.1. PROPOSITION. S satisfies 4.3-4.6. 
Proof of 4.3. None of Sr-S,, can be applied to a canonical cword. Hence 
canonical cwords are minimal. 
Proof of 4.4. Let q~ be a cword. Apply S, to all pams which are not manic 
or epic, then collect all l +-< l in front using S, and Ss . Compose all the 
l -< l in front by S, . Then collect all l ++- l at the end using S, and 
compose them by S, . If the l +--< l in front is not a subobject, factor it as 
l z-< . “I< . (S,), such that m is a subobject, and if the l +t 9 at the 
7 end is not a quotient, factor as l +--- < l 4 0, such that e is a quotient. 
Apply S,, to f, f and compose all maps (S,). Shrink identities to objects by 
S, and S, . The result is canonical. 
Proof of 4.5. It suffices to consider the case of (v, x), (v, 5) E nS. We 
show the existence of some #, such that X, t >s 9. Obviously we need only 
consider the case that, in order to obtain x and 6, a map or pam in p is 
processed in two different ways. Depending on the form of ~JJ, the possibilities 
for a map f are as follows: 
Sl. (A9&4) 
. 
s21 i’\ . . .-. 
. 
s22 /“‘;, . . .-. 
By S(nz, n) WC mean that x is obtained by application of Sm and 5 is 
obtained by application of Sn. S(l, 2.1) is trivial (X = .$, S(2.1,2.2) is the 
associativity of the composition of V, S(2.2, 3) uses that the composition of 
two pullbacks is a pullback, S(3, 9) follows from Proposition 3.1 (using 
remark 3.2), S(2.1, 3) cannot occur and S( 1, 3) is easy: We have f = 1. 
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Choose notations as in the pullback 
. 
used to construct 5. If f’ = I, we apply S, to it. Since in this case m = m’ 
the result equals x. If the pullback is chosen, such that f’ # 1, then still f’ 
is an isomorphism. Hence m and m’ define the same subobjcct, Changing m 
in x and m’ in 5 to a subobject (if necessary) using S, , applying S,, to the 
resulting isomorphisms and composing the isomorphism obtained from m’ 
withf’ (S,), we get the same result from x and E. A similar argument is used 
for S(3, 3), if different pullbacks are chosen for the construction of x and E. 
All other cases follow by application of ** and by the symmetry of the argu- 
ment in x and 5. 
The possibilities for a pamf” are as follows: 
s3. l pullback l 
S6.1. .-. 
s7. l f  f  . 
s4. (A2L4, A) 
S6.2. . 
if f is not a subobject or quotient, 
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S8.1. l . S8.2. l 
s9. l pushout l SlO. (+A< ) >2++) 
We leave the rejoining of x and 5 in these cases to the reader. For S(8.1,8.2) 
one uses Lemma 3.3, which is a special case of Proposition 3.1 (and was used 
in the proof of 3.1). One should not forget to check the diagonal cases, 
where x and [ are obtained by application of the same process, but by 
different choices. S(3, 3), however, nead obviously not be checked again. 
The work may be shortened considerably, when #* is used. 
proof of 4.6. We have to show, that p .wR # o v ws $. “c” follows 
from S C tn(H U A?) and “a” follows from R C tn(S u So). Since S = S+* 
and R = R’ u R’* u (R’ u R’#)#*, the last inclusion follows from 
R’ u R’g C tn(S u P). IV e 1 cave the necessary verification to the reader. 
If the canonical representative for @ in XV is not some l t< l -• l cc 0, 
then we obtain this form by the insertion of identities. This does not disturb 
the uniqueness. Hence the first part of Theorem 2.4 is proved. 
WC define the order relation for morphisms of .X5$ as in definition 2.4. 
The rest of this section is devoted to showing that (X??, <, #) is an I-category 
in the sense of Puppe ([7]; 1.3, p. 3) and that the axioms Kl-3 of [7] are 
satisfied. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. (SPii, <, #) is an I-category. 
Proof. The order relation < on the set of morphisms of X5? is obviously 
reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive (a partial ordering) and furthermore 
an ordering on the diagram of X%’ (4.1). It follows from the functorial 
properties of pullbacks, pushouts and of the canonical decomposition S, , S, , 
that <is an order relation on the category .XY and that < is compatible with #. 
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4.9. We remark that <* is >, the opposite ordering. 
4.10. PROPOSITXON. The zero object 0 of 29 is an I-x@0 o&ect for X3? 
(171; Axiom Ia, p. 4). 
Proof. Obviously &‘V(O, 0) = (lo). The smallest element w, of .X%‘(O, A) 
is represented by 0 L AorbyO A< 0 --% A +&- A in the “standard” 
form. Using 4.9, we obtain that the largest element GA = w,* of .%‘V(O, A) 
is represented by 0 &-- A or by 0 *K 0 -10 0 A A. 
4.11. PROPOSITION. 
I@ < I’Y * YJ@% < Uf, 
I# > BY 3 YPQ, > Y (171; Axiom IQ, p. 6), 
where Xv - y WE and I39 = !2E as dejked in ([7’j; I .7, p, 4). 
Proof- For a cword 9: we denote by [cp] its class in XV. For 
Qi --1- [A 2% l f, l & 31, we have W@ = [0 --+ l +&-B]. Let 
l$L+2L,.&. LB]. I@ < IF is equivalent to the existence of 
some h, , such that eh, == 0’. It is not hard to see that withf = e/m, I we have 
@@edi - [e @ rnf 0 m, @ e*]. Then we consider the following diagram 
The upper edge m’* @f’ @ e’# @ e @ mf+ @ m, @ e+ represents ‘$JtPct, 
and the lower edge m’* @f’ @ e’* represents Y. (1) is constructed as a 
pullback, (2) as the canonical factorization of %e’, (3) as a pullback and (4) 
as a pushout. Puttingg : = m r , h, : = mz , we have m,m’ = grn’ and further- 
more gf’ = m, f’ = film2 = f,‘h, , By hypothesis e’ = ek, . Then ethl = 
ez,m, = iiie’ = iiieh, = &z,/zz and since (4) is a pushout, we obtain h. The 
second inequality of 4.11 follows by duality. 
4.12. PROPOSITION. The canonical map V -+ SW (f 13 [f J) embeds $9 
us the subcategory of proper rn~ph~~ of SF&’ ([7J; 1.9, p. 5). 
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Proof. Obviously f t-+ lf] is an embedding. If l A l 1, l ,,e 9 
is a representative in standard form for @ ES+!%, then IQ, = W, ti e = 1 
and converse-dually D@ = Q, iff m = 1 (D@ : = Q(P)). Hence %? is the 
subcategory of proper morphisms of X9?. 
4.13. PROPOSITION. For all A and @ E S%‘(O, A) there exists 
1. a monomorphism  : U -p A of V, such that B[m] = @, 
2. an epimorphism e : A -+ Q of V, such that K[e] = @. 
Proof. 1. @ E X%(0, A) may be represented as 0 x--+ * & A. 
Let m = ker e in 9?. We show B[m] = e. By definition we have 
B[m] : = Q[m] = [O- l A% A]. m = ker e is equivalent to 
being a pullback. But then [O- .>AA] = [O>-%.&AA] = 0. 
2. The assertion is equivalent to the converse-dual of the first case 
(K@ : = w(W)). 
To prove Axiom K3 of [7] it remains to show that [m] is a monomorphism 
in the sense of ([a; 1.10, p. 5), if m is monomorphic in %. Let m be manic 
in V. Then 
. 
is a pullback, hence rnrng = 1 and Km = urn* < wrnrn# < w and Dm = J2 
using the opposite ordering. Dually, if e is epic in V, then [e] is an epimorphism 
in the sense of ([A; 1.10, p. 5). 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
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5. REMARKS 
5.1. Let V be an exact category and let rn” @f @ & be a cword in 
standard form. Let f = e,mf . Then consider the pushout (1) and the pull- 
back (2) in the following diagram 
(51.1) 
By definition [me @ ef 0 x m, @ ed] = {mf @ e, @ ef9 @ ti] := 
[i? @ mf# (T$ ef# @ iii] l-:2 [- 3 e x mf~ Q m, $J e*] in S?V. It is a corollary 
from Lemma 3.3 that any of these four possibilities of representing the 
elements of XV provides a construction for .x?%‘. If the hypotheses on V are 
weakened in e.g. omitting normality (W the category of groups), then 
me $jl ef @ ef @ % may still be used. m* @ ef @ mf @ e*, however, 
can not be constructed from this: It is not hard to see that pushouts for groups 
are not ?i.~lly commutati~*c”. Hence pushouts in this case may not be used 
in the equivalence relation defining .%“%’ from cword ‘8’. In our setting this is 
expressed in a weakening of Lemma 3.3 : For groups a pushout as in 3.3 
need not be a pullback. 
If Q is abelian, then in diagram 5. I. 1 (3) and (4) can be constructed as a 
pushout resp. as a pullback. Using direct sums, it is not hard to see that (3) 
is a pullback and (4) is a pushout (Use Hilton [3]; 3, p. 257). Hence for V 
abelian every element of .%?V has a representative of the form .-b..+. 
and a representative of the form l +- l --t 0. These representatives, however, 
are not unique, since e.g. (3) remains a pullback, if the two coterminal 
monomorphisms are composed with a common monomorphism (Hilton [3]; 
3.1, p. 257). 
5.2. It follows from Puppe ([7]; 4.15 p. 17) that for abehan $9 our 
construction and the construction given by Hilton [3] yield the same XV. 
A more direct proof for this is as follows: It is easy to see that a commutative 
square 
481!'3/4-3 
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is exact in the sense of Hilton ([3]; 3, p. 257), iff the canonical factorization 
of the four maps yields a commutative diagram 
I 
i -1 (1) (3) 1 * + $ 
. --,+ . - . 
1.’ Y ‘v’ 
! (4) 
1 I 
(2) j 
J 
. - . >--* . 
such that (1) is a pushout, (2) is a pullback and (3) and (4) are both pullbacks 
and pushouts (bicartcsian). 
Note Added in Proof (September 7, 1969). A slight change in the description of R 
in 2.1-2.3 permits us to give a unified construction of relations for exact categories 
and for the category of groups. The necessary change is given in [IO] (5.2-5.5, p. 5). 
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